
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of information
security senior. If you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look
at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for information security senior

Establishes standard operating procedures (SOP) for deployed security
solutions, interfacing with managed security service providers, incident
responses, review and escalation processes
Oversees analyst I and II team members' operational activities to ensure they
follow proper investigative, documentation, evidence preservation, support
escalation, and other procedures
Responsible for developing the maturity of cyber security through NIST
based programs, policies, and software implementation designed to ensure
that information within the organization is secure and end-user awareness for
cyber security is increased
Identify and implement appropriate tools and technologies to monitor and
ensure data is secure
Oversee IT General Controls and audit programs to ensure SOX compliance
and compliance with varying country legislation and future legislation
changes
Responsible for review and approval of all applications and inflow/outflow of
data to maintain compliance with security policies
Responsible for auditing the employees of the organization to ensure
compliance of employees again cyber practices with security policies and
testing of IT systems to ensure they can withstand penetrations from outside
sources
Responsible for the security and account management for all applications

Example of Information Security Senior Job
Description
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Define company strategy for DLP implementation

Qualifications for information security senior

Experience with performing Tier II or higher systems engineering, systems
administration, systems integration, or systems security to relevant
technologies, including Windows servers, firewalls and routers, or virtual
environments
Actively participate in incident response planning the investigation of security
breaches as necessary
Assists in identifying, reporting and remediating security risks and
vulnerabilities
At least 5 years of experience supporting a multiple customer base system
and network environment using Cisco, Symantic, O365 EOP, MXLogic, IIS,
Sendmail, Brightmail, EXIM, PGP, Websense, Bluecoat, TMG, Scansafe, ISA,
McAfee Web Gatway, Firepower products
Experience implementing and using various DAM and or SIM tools such as
Imperva, Guardium, Audit Vault/Database Firewall and Splunk
A working knowledge of the various database security features and options
available across multiple database environments


